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ABSTRACT 

A lime is a form of a person's interaction against environment around. A child's child is 

necessary in control so well not to hapen or in the hangout or fall in to the Association 

free, so that Pose things that violate the rules that apply social disagrees. Free association 

among the adolescents today is often therefore It should be noticed by parents especially 

in order for children to not take action-acts that violate the rules both good government 

rules and rules in Islam. As with a relationship with the opposite sex that is not his mahram 

“, Also like using drug drugs. The purpose of this research teknologi wing the role of 

school in the Association free to Teenagers in SMA Negeri 3 Tanjung Balai City, to know 

the role of the elderly in avoiding free inter course teenage children. This research Using 

qualitative methods. Data collection techniques performed by researchers is Interview and 

observation. As for techniques analysis of the data in the This research uses descriptive 

techniques, which is in analyzing related with free issues of adolescents among teenagers. 

Thus, the role school in preventing free associations to teenagers done with three Stages, 

first preventive, repressive and curative, where students first given directions and 

information to prevent students to do the problem, more if the prevention not successfully 

then the teens, will be given the punishment is the coaching through educational 

punishment, not shaped violence to students. With thus school have the role of an 

important in the prevent Association free to teenagers. And the role of parents in 

preventing free intercourse can be by means to give you the attention and needs of the 

child, which is can be help and prevent free intercourse 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Free-related intervals are not a newly appearing or new problem sounds surface, even this free 

interior has already been   of years It' s even one of the actual and almost issue in some countries, including 

the country of Indonesia, such as some cases in Indonesia is caused by such free intercourse, teenage children 

now this likely to want practical and instant. When they fall into the free association that resulted in pregnant 

outside the marriage is where teenagers take Shortcuts are  miscarried  

Association Free divided to betwen  he word that is Association and  free .A few associations are an 

interaction process of a individuals with the group other. While free is regardless of the rules, demands, the 

obligations has a religious norm and the norm   so the free interval is wrong shape the behavior of the through 

the limit from something the rules, obligations , demands, terms ,and regardless from feeling shame.(Fendri, 

Mobonggiand Kaawoan, 2020). 

In this free interior attention parent is the key to the teenagers, so teenagers do not feel free to always 

come out of the house especially At night the day will certainly have a bad influence of influence from his 

friend's friend. And as we know the free inter course this will do all means for their desire and their desire 
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can realized, it's in a smoother way or in a rough way, and such a person this is able to commit crime and also 

criminal if the wishes are not can be. 

Adult this , events Association free the  occur among the teens Many come from sexual utilization 

on the media that is around us. Sexual use in video clips, magazines, television, and movies turned out 

encourage teenagers to perform sex activities according to the same age young. 

By selecting the display or display of the sexual commercials, the teenagers assume that sex is 

something free is done by who, and Any where. Not even a few teenagers who are tangled us free inter cother 

for example drugs , cigarette , drink shard and free sex. 

In this pretty short time, the problem of the association is getting more   Showing the enhancement 

that is very concerned and pity .Because the adolescents currently feel themselves are diphase puberty that 

can not control friendship the healthy ,too follow all willing ness a friend colleagues and because of person  

are care so that Free intercourse (Roles et al., 2017). The failure overcome a relationship that causes teenagers 

in various social problems, from adulterical problems, the occurrence of Pregnant out side marriage, baby 

cradles(abortion) And as a section. 

However other well as the with state of the current this where the dating  already considered to be to 

be it the usual to shown to person people, For example, dating, hand, and cuddle, and also both person many 

and so on.by because of that romance the not directed make most teenagers experience failures in an educated 

with reasoned because of the guess and also want to be snapped in the sake of achieving the  moment, even 

they able to give up prices self they  for the sake of the word love and 

 

2. METHODE  

This research was conducted in SMA Negeri 3 Tanjung Balai City. Research It started from April to 

June 2022.Object in this study is school to get data about free intercourse in high school Negeri 3 cities Tanjung 

Balai. Researchers Conduct direct observation to school. Furthermore, the researcher also studied that related 

to the research title this that is books and which journals become a guide line to analyze the data them 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Description Results Research 

a. School 

Association free di old teens it is not right according to religion, ethics and social  .Because of 

association free this carried out the free without there is Prohibition, No. there are guidance and direction then 

it will allow it the not desired will be the case. By because of that children age teens Want to be guarded, pay 

and direction so that it does not happen things thing the not desired. Then the from that Association free let 

limited to, may be done as a decline but stay with comply with the norm religion and rules the rules, Moreover, 

still children the school. 

As the teacher education Religion Islam in High  shcool Country mother  is  always stake the on-law 

in the middle of the teaching hours or outside the hours of the lesson through extracurricular to each the current 

call children  , as well as give direction to children's child to not do things it which is not well, and also advise 

them for any time complying with parental and orders teachers. Because of not one person even person old and 

teacher the want children his son fall  to  free. 

If the mother look children the already through the limit from regulation the already  by school, with 

abuse regulation school, then the they already including the do it the of course already considered to be do  

association free. 

Then the school still makes a call of parents, that we are mutual the work the same in the Foster 

children we this ,because of the age still young, and too knowledge even still little his soul still unstable, so 

that the occurrence of Association free that wrong one factor is the lack of attention from person old. 

b. Person old 

As my parents educate my child starting from things that matter smallest to the greatest, such as 

pronouncing good words, like rebuked with the word the word the soft, No. trough it this carried out to educate 

children in order to later able to talk with polite and mannered It was with the older man. Then teach about 

obligations as a Muslim with how to cited to children like Implement prayers, teach, and fasting. 

It this carried out in addition to as obligation as Muslim to make it easier for meto teach children of 

his obligations start early. Because ofa child thinks it is still in the stage of mimicking what He see and he 

heard, then it will be a pattern format he thought. 
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Then, with teach as well as too give example of course Guidance on the Religion of the Child will be 

formed into a child by shohand shoehah where the actions and words will form according to how Islam set In 

behaving and speakers. 

Especially a mother who became the most important figure in PMEBASE the mindset of the child 

then from it starts from a mother knowing how Religion in all aspects of the settings. 

Surely there will be constraints and challenges that people face to face in the educate children his son 

like within the around, environment schooling the  too give influence to children to that strong companion ever 

early as necessary to child can compare the where the good and bad deeds 

B. Discussion 

a. School 

Based on results interview related research the title the role of Schools and parents in avoiding free 

intercourse to children Teens  in High school Country 3 The city Cape Hall then, the role of school in the 

handle the free interior by doing coaching, direction with requires students to follow the extracurricular 

activities of which with activities such as, scouts, rohis, PMR. The activities of the activity carried out in order 

to students can be do activities the more positive so that avoid   from behaviour like a association free. 

Then school applies the system point, where point the highest maximum200pointdue to from violation 

the carried out students will be conference a call of parents of the student as an action done the school. Though 

so when students have not to achieve 200 point permanent will be get consequences that is penalty  he given 

by teacher As an action to prevent sustainable negative deeds. As for of which violation who get the point of : 

1. Bring/save thing sharp : 150 Point 

2. Bring/save the image /video porn : 200 Point 

3. Ask for with forced good so thers : 100 Point 

4. Do immoral (adultery, embrance, kiss) : 200 Point 

5. Sign in / out from wall school /fence school : 200 Point 

And the other sanctions done by school, if students are already out side the limit in committing such 

breach, pregnant, drugs then sanctions will be issued from school. 

b. Person Old 

The results of the research I do through some interviews person old So, the results I am Get like, 

The person old do briefing and too remind related Average associations of the teenage child where, 

the parents reminded the child His son avoids the destructive social intercourse, the child who is do actions 

negative, example like smoking, drink Liquid of bash and gamble. Then, parents embed value Religion to their 

children to be their child conscience without supervision parents directly they will always feel embroidered 

because, they are to understand that the sin if the do actions the negative. 

From the last research the last parent explains that the guard associations of girls and men have a very 

different much different where, the guard to girls will be more esc has from on these cure children male because, 

damage to a children’s women will be 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

Effort the carried out school in the prevent Association free through the three actions namely 

preventive action, repressive action and curative action each implemented based on from background behind 

the students.. 

a. The preventive effort is the meaning of iea step or business activities undertaken in order to prevent the 

incidence of delinquency or student violations. As for the steps or activities that have been carried out is as 

at, he following: make regulation school, multiplying the extracurricular religious nuances, held social 

devices, establish the work the same with government agencies. 

b. This repressive business aims to foster to make the amno not rearing and blocking the incidence of 

incidental events Greater. Broadly the repressive business is done by the road: Holding Home Visit is the 

teacher holds a student visit on the current students experience the problem, coaching through the plot 

handling cases, direction by the collection is formed with design of creativity test with aim to approach 

with students and planting moral to students. 

c. A curative effort is Healing efforts (repair) against students who are deemed to violate the school order or 

to the level mischief. Step the taken is coaching special the involving Parents. 

Person old have some the role of in the prevent Association free to children teens corresponding with 

results research and discussion can be concluded that 

a. As educators can be explained that parents can educate His children (teenagers) early on with regard to 

physical change or psychic and guide or teach about the values of religion, courtesy and the norms apply 
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in the family and the community. 

b. As a Driving that person old already can be running his role as a driving with encourage or motivate his 

son to embed courage, behave well, keep polite mannered and have sense of believe self to Live in life in 

the community. 

c. As a Look up that most of person old not yet can be running his role as a role model for his children because 

the parents are still Unable to run worship together at home, become an example good role model for her 

children at home. 

d. As the supervisor of the parents can not turned on his role as supervisory with how to person old due to 

person old not yet can be keep an eye Association his children with monitor activity outside the house to 

his friend sand the surrounding environment.  

e. As a friend that parents are already considered as friends at once friends by their own children, parents and 

children can create dialogue who is warm and familiar with the talk and tell each other The problem is 

going on, as well as the child can already openly open about the problem the faces, and person old too' 

(Docommunication to children rom the conversation a small or simple to be seriously conversation, talk 

aside parents and children there is no restrictions. 

Although the so, it this can be anticipated with supervision the can be Conducted by the school work 

together with parents, with active roles as well as good cooperation, believed the child would be more 

compelled to do things which is positive. 

"We do not want children like in dictation, ruled or things that area uthoritarian, but how to invite 

these children to move but like inter friends, so there is no age gap there, and this way is best for applied so it 

causes positive activity, where the child is not ashamed expressing opinions, not ashamed to tell you so that 

the child does not feel alone. 

Understanding the child, it will be much better that will lead children to the period front as they want 

and not the wishes of parents, if children too suppressed and not given the freedom in thinking, in acting also 

in making decisions then the child will be easy stress and redirects from the flavor these stress will arise 

negative activities, whether to use drugs or fall in free inter course. 

We as a person old the really in house should together working the same keep an eye child but not 

push feeling children, we should guide, lead them to better, so the key to the future they are there in hand 

people old as an example which is the example the main in the House 
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